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Carinya - a ModErn ClaSSiCCarinya - a ModErn ClaSSiC
With a design pedigree established in the demanding commercial 
window and door market, the new Carinya residential sliding window 
has been created by commercial window powerhouse ALSPEC to be 
the leader in its class.

A bold modern look, beautifully balanced, with immaculate lines 
and the subtlest of smooth edges, immediately says Carinya 
is no ordinary window.  Every aspect of Carinya has been 
thoroughly thought-out to create the ultimate sliding window, 
but at an affordable price.

Carinya’s commercial pedigree means the strength, finish and 
function associated with more expensive commercial windows 
are embedded in what has instantly become a modern classic in 
the residential window market.

Most importantly, and unlike many other residential window 
products, Carinya features a full range of glazing options. 
Glass thickness ranges from 4mm right through to very high 
performance 10.38mm, with its superior thermal and acoustic 
properties.

Carinya is further differentiated from many standard window 
brands by the fact that no unsightly add-ons are required for 
the heavier gauge glass options which are increasingly popular 
because of their superior environmental performance.



“Carinya windows and doors: Commercially-bred. Clearly Better.”

Dont forget your window 

screening option
s  

 
CARINYA is created by ALSPEC - 

Australia’s No.1 aluminium system 

supplier and we also offer an
 extensive 

range of window screening and home 

improvement products for your home.

In addition to standard fibreglass 

and aluminium insect screening, your  

Carinya Dealer can also offer the 

latest technology in high visibility 

screening using BetterVue® and UltraVue® 

screening to maximise your view. 

Carinya - ClEarly BETTEr
The Carinya Classic Sliding Window is a unique combination 
of form and function not previously available in the residential 
category.

Carinya has many visible advantages over alternative products in 
addition to its obvious aesthetic qualities.

These include a mullion infill bead that fully conceals the mullion 
brackets, creating a cleaner look typical of the most expensive 
commercial windows; an exclusive handle located on the mullion 
for ease of access and cleaner lines; and an in built weather flap 
- a feature of all Carinya windows – to reduce air and water 
infiltration, cover drain slots and minimise insect intrusion.

The timeless style  of the Carinya sliding window is complemented 
by superb engineering.  A proprietary adjustable, non-corrosive 
roller system - the ‘engine room’ of these high performance 
windows – provides an effortless gliding motion that makes the 
window a joy to operate. 

Other hidden features include an anti-lift block fitted above the 
sash to prevent manipulation and increase security, and mullion 
and transom end caps that ensure insects have no place to hide.

The entire Carinya Collection has been fully tested to meet or 
exceed Australian Standard AS 2047.

Why Carinya is better:

• Commercial design pedigree.

• Suitable for all glass thicknesses from 4mm through to 10.38mm.

• Many products suitable for double glazing.

• Centrally located locking mechanism for cleaner lines.

• Unique commercial quality roller system.

• Mullion brackets covered for that complete, up-market designer  
 look.

• End caps and weather flaps guard against air, water and insect   
 penetration.

• Anti-lift blocks fitted above the sash for extra security.

• Flyscreens are easy to fit and remove without the use of rivets  
 and screws.

• The only residential sliding window designed by a leading  designer       
and fabricator of market leading commercial windows. 



Application
• New Residential Construction

• Window replacement and  
 renovation

• Low-rise building

• A range of sill options are  

 available for applications  

 requiring increased weather  

 performance. 

• A range of mullions and   

 transoms complete with  

 end caps for a quality finish. 

• Choice of screening options  

 BetterVue® and    

 UltraVue® for superior   

 mesh solutions.

Specification
Maximum Sash Height: 1500mm

Maximum Sash Width: 1200mm 
Maximum Glass Thickness:10.38mm 

Maximum Sash Weight: 40kg 

*subject to site conditions

Configurations
Your Carinya Dealer can offer the typical standard configurations below, as well as custom 

options to suit your requirements:

Now you can install green, green glass at 
home- with designer style!

The Carinya Collection of aluminium framed windows and 
doors has been specifically designed to be environmentally 
friendly, reflecting Carinya’s commercial market heritage, 
where thermal and acoustic performance are often critical.

Of all building materials including glass, timber and masonry 
only one material is 100% recyclable – Aluminium. 

Windows are vital to the energy efficiency of any home. 
Research by the Sustainable Windows Alliance of Australia 
shows the typical Australian home can achieve an increase 
of 2 to 2.5 stars energy efficiency simply by upgrading the 
windows.

Unlike many aluminium windows, Carinya has been designed 
for all major forms of eco-friendly glazing options without 
any alteration to the frame or any unsightly add-ons.

Carinya frames are designed for eco-friendly Low E glass, 
high thermal and high acoustic performance 10.38mm 
glazing.

To maximise the energy efficiency of your glazing discuss 
your project with a specialist Carinya Dealer and/or your 
architect or designer.  

Remember the three most important issues for achieving 
maximum energy efficiency in a home are: 

 1. Orientation - always try and have living areas   
  facing north with seasonal shading. 
 2.  Insulation. 
 3. Window quality and performance.

Energy Efficient glazing

options



The Housing Industry Association of Australia 
(HIA) strongly suggests you ensure the energy 
rating on your windows is WERS rated to be 
confident of its true performance. Carinya 
gives you that confidence as the entire  
Carinya Collection has been  WERS  rated 
for performance.

WERS stands for the Window Energy 
Rating Scheme that is managed by the Australian Window 
Association.  WERS enables windows to be rated and labelled 
for their annual energy impact on a whole house, in any 
climate of Australia. WERS acts as a fair, rigorous and credible 
system for testing energy performance claims.  It is about 
certified performance.

Energy rating for windows is here to stay as part of the federal 
government’s commitment to improving energy efficiency and 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 

The flexible glazing options available in The Carinya Collection 
means that our windows and doors compare favourably in 
WERS performance and the resale value and comfort of 
your home are improved by the use of the high performance 
Carinya windows and doors.

For more information visit the WERS website:   
www.wers.net.au

The Carinya Classic Sliding Window has been designed with matching 
stylish hardware, with the option for a lockable or non-lockable 
proprietary handle.  

The slim line design, mounted in an easily accessible position 
on the rear of the sliding sash, offers ease of use and minimises 
view obstruction.

To maximise the performance and life of your 
window we have utilised our proprietary 
commercial rollers that have been tried 
and proven in commercial applications 
such as schools and offices.  This 
ensures that your windows will 
always be easy to open even with 
large sashes and heavier glass 
options.

All Carinya Sliding Window sashes 
feature corner blocks in all four 
corners of the sliding sash.  These 
blocks make the sash more rigid, 
reducing twisting and movement.  This 
reduction in movement increases the 
performance of the window by reducing 
opportunities for air and water infiltration.

An optional vent lock is also available allowing the sliding 
sash to be secured in a semi-opened position for increased 
ventilation.

STrEaMlinEd HardWarE

our Carinya dealers are pleased to offer a solution 

for multiple keys for your doors and windows.  

it is possible to have 1 key for your front door, 

french door, bi-fold door, sliding window, 

awning winder and security screen door. 

With Carinya’s Master Key there’s less 

keys..... 

and less fuss!



Experience The Carinya Collection 
www. carinya.windows. com. au

Your Local Carinya Dealer:
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